Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences
Short Term Guest Agreement

This form must be submitted for all Short Term Guests to Risk & Claims Management - Newark

This Agreement is made by and between Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences (RBHS), of Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (Rutgers), and ________________________________,
(Guest), this _______ day of ____________, 20______.

1. During the period of Guest's visitation, Guest agrees that he/she is not an employee of RBHS or Rutgers, and will receive no compensation, insurance or benefits from RBHS or Rutgers.

2. During the period of Guest’s visitation, Guest agrees that he/she shall be subject to all the same rules and regulations which govern the conduct of RBHS Faculty and Residents and shall be responsible for exercising due care in the use of the facilities in which he/she will be functioning.

3. During the period of Guest’s visitation, Guest agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless RBHS, Rutgers, and their employees and agents, against any liability, damages, loss or expense (including those of litigation) arising out of the actions of Guest while on RBHS or Rutgers premises.

In witness whereof, the parties have caused this Agreement to be signed by their duly authorized representatives.

RBHS

BY: ________________________________  SHORT TERM GUEST

NAME: ________________________________

TITLE: ________________________________

DATE: ________________________________

SHORT TERM GUEST

BY: ________________________________

NAME: ________________________________

TITLE: ________________________________

DATE: ________________________________